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Artists on Tour

EvErybody Cooks riCE!
“Go call your brother to dinner!” An easy 

self-to-text comparison starts an adventure 
that bridges cultural diversity and provides an 
opportunity to discuss issues of immigration, 
acculturation, assimilation, and transculturation 
as the older sister goes house to house in her 
neighborhood trying to find her little brother. In 
each house we meet lovable neighbors, each 
from different parts of the world, and as the title 
explains, each family is preparing dinner – with 
RICE! Can you imagine why little brother is not 
really very hungry when he gets home? Examining 
the pictures will show the contrasts and similarities 
in each home, and there are authentic recipes for 
the nine meals illustrated. Although this is an easy 
picture book for reading, it is also a wonderful 
book for older students because it has excellent 
examples of cultural traits and the concept of unity 
in diversity. 
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omopE CartEr daboiku

Omope Carter Daboiku learned the art of 
storytelling the old fashioned way – listening to 
family elders in Appalachia recount genealogy 
and migration with stories. Trained as a cultural 
geographer, she understands storytelling within 
traditional societies and its power to suspend the 
present and create a unified, non-threatening, 
enjoyable, educational environment.

An Ohio Arts Council master teaching artist 
since 1990 and one of the first artists selected 
for the Cincinnati Arts Association’s Artists on 
Tour program, Omope uses story performance to 
promote understanding and appreciation of the 
commonalities of humankind. Recent experiences 
with an ever-expanding global economy, shifting 
populations, and technological change make her 
work even more valuable today. Her talents have 
taken her to the Dominican Republic, Germany, 
Nigeria, Senegal, and Turkey where she has 
shared tales and gathered others. Her telling style 
is animated and participatory – in the classical 
African, American Indian, and Appalachian 
traditions – complimented by song, refrains, 
alliterations, and onomatopoeia. 

Omope’s 26-year career 
as a teller has included writing 
curriculum, designing and 
implementing teacher development 
workshops, culture and language 
literacy residencies, and theatrical 
productions for children and adults. 
Her first short story, “The Power 
of Water Baptism” (published by 
the Anthology of Appalachian 
Writers, Shepherd University 
Press), was nominated for the 
prestigious Pushcart Prize in 
2014; her voice can be heard on 
PBS documentaries produced 
by The Ohio State University, the 
Kentucky Archeological Society, 
and at Cincinnati’s Freedom 

Center’s exhibit on Native American Removal. 
She received rave reviews for her role as Madame 
in John Ray’s play The Sweet Burning Yonder, a 
comedy of disaster and discovery which won the 
Director’s Pick award for the 2012 Cincy Fringe 
Festival; and, she toured with the Cincinnati 
Children’s Theater production of Cincinnati: City of 
Immigrants from 2012-2014.

Currently, residing in Dayton, Ohio, Omope 
founded and coordinates a literary circle at the 
historic home of acclaimed poet Paul Laurence 
Dunbar. She is also a member of the Southern 
Appalachian Writers Cooperative, which publishes 
the journal Pine Mountain Sand & Gravel to 
which she is a regular contributor, as well as a 
member of the National Storytelling Network, the 
Association for the Study of African-American 
Life and History (serving as Branch president 
in Dayton), and a member of the Appalachian 
Studies Association (ASA) and the Urban 
Appalachian Community Coalition (UACC) which 
will produce ASA’s 41st conference in Cincinnati, 
OH, April 5-8, 2018.
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arts & HumanitiEs

 � Cultural Elements
 � Study diverse cultures and explain the 

importance of appreciating and understanding 
others

 � Dramatic elements in literature
 � Elements of producing stage work
 � Characters, relationship, environmental
 � Create/perform creative dramatics
 � Perform using elements of specific cultures

rEading

 � Identify characters
 � Make inferences/draw conclusions
 � Explain character’s actions
 � Literature connected to the real world
 � Compare/contrast story elements
 � Correct sequencing

soCial studiEs:
CulturEs and soCiEtiEs

 � Elements of Culture
 � Cultural expression 
 � Cultures develop customs, foodways
 � Interaction between individuals and groups; 

Spice Trade
 � Africa, Near East, American Indigenous/First 

Nations, Pacific Rim Asian cultures
 � Migration: voluntary vs. forced
 � Change due to migration and/or advances in 

technology
 � Impact of West African agricultural practices in 

Colonial America
 � Cultural diversity of North America

gEograpHy

 � Economic Geography: Agricultural production, 
buyers, goods, services

 � Geographic regions: landscape type, cultural 
expression

 � Human and Environmental Interaction
 � Climate: Rain-watered agriculture, River-

watered agriculture, irrigation
 � Migration: explain reasons (past and present) 

immigrants come to the United States of 
America

sCiEnCE

 � Basic needs of organisms
 � Materials that humans use
 � Global patterns and local weather
 � Physical change in properties caused by heat 

and pressure
 � Mixtures vs. Compounds
 � Nutrition, food choices; nutritional values
 � Rice agriculture, varieties; grass, grain; 

harvesting processes

matH

 � Manipulating Fractional Numbers; Graphing

CurriCulum ConnECtions
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Materials: 

 � the book (Everybody Cooks Rice!)
 � the recipe ingredients
 � culturally representative artifacts (artists has 

samples)
 � a table top flat world map
 � internet access for research
 � implements for cooking or bring in already 

prepared

Activity:
 � Teacher/artist reads the text before reading 

it with students and locates all nations 
mentioned on a map or globe. Analyze the 
pictures to see if you can find emblems, 
symbols or artifacts that give a clue to the 
family’s land of origin

 � Have students examine the cover illustration 
and predict the story elements

 � After reading, list all the nations mentioned 
and locate them on a map or globe

 � Research the geographic regions and the 
natural resources that grow in the nations 
mentioned

 � Determine if the geographic regions mentioned 
are watered by rain, river, and/or use irrigation 
methods

 � Discuss the needs of the rice plant and stages 
of development; compare/contrast varieties

 � Develop a map that shows the regions of the 
world where rice is primary food staple and 
crop, including the Great Lakes of U.S., the 
Carolinas and coastal Georgia, Arkansas and 
Louisiana as major rice production; compare 
longitude and latitude; prepare and present 
findings

 � Discuss European exploration and the Global 
Spice Trade; trace ocean and overland trade 
routes

 � Prepare vials or shakers with the spices of the 
recipes and let students learn to recognize 
them by their smell/essences; discuss what 
foods they eat that include the same flavors; 
group and graph responses

 � Using a map of the world and culturally correct 
artifacts, place the appropriate artifact on the 
corresponding nation or cultural region

 � Have students investigate their own cultural 
heritage and prepare a classroom cookbook of 
the rice recipes that are traditionally served in 
their homes

 � Find other cultural recipes of rice: First 
Nations’ wild rice, Cajun/Creole dirty rice, 
African jollof rice, American hoppin’ john, and 
South Pacific pilau/pilaf

 � Community Engagement “Rice Feeds the 
World”: Prepare the dishes in the book, 
classroom exhibit of rice-producing regions 
and cultures that feature rice cuisine. Hold 
a taste testing and graph participants’’ 
preference. Invite the press; write a review for 
the local newspaper.

pHasE 1 – rEsEarCH and doCumEntation
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Materials: 

 � the (Everybody Cooks Rice!)
 � clothing and artifacts that reflects the 

illustrated characters
 � other props as identified

Activity:
 � Research each country profiled in the book; 

focus on art, clothing, and cultural symbols
 � Re-read the story and have students draw the 

sequence of Carrie’s travels
 � Have students determine the number of 

characters and their relationships
 � Have students determine how many and which 

scenes are required to adequately re-tell the 
story to an audience

 � Students and teacher work together to decide 
what props, scenery, costumes, artifacts or 
images could reflect each family’s ethnic 
heritage, and collect/create said items. Invite 
the art teacher to participate.

 � Students determine how to “dress,” or stage, 
each scene to replicate Carrie’s travels

 � Coordinator determines how many “scene 
teams” (actors in scene-based groups) and 
stage hands are required for re-telling

 � “Scene teams” practice how to pantomime 
actions reflected in the book 

 � Narrator practices tone, projection, enunciation 
and pacing with “scene teams”

 � A narrator provides sound cue, the “scene 
team” turns to face the audience, creating a 
“Living Page”

 � With subsequent sound cues, the first “scene” 
turns their backs to the audience as the next 
“scene” turns to face the audience, thus, 
“turning the page”

 � Have students write a performance review for 
the school or local newspaper

 � Have students write a reflection narrative of 
their experience with the project

 � Have students evaluate their learning and their 
audience’s reactions to the Reader’s Theater

morE to ExplorE

 � Explore foodways as culture
 � Research institutions and customs that help 

preserve foodways
 � Discuss how foodways are impacted by 

immigration
 � Make a chart of the foods we like and their 

countries of origin
 � Learn the interview process and interview 

family members to find a “preserved” ethnic 
recipe in individual families

 � Make a timeline showing the time frame in 
which the immigrant neighbors could have 
arrived, and add symbols that show what else 
was happening in the world at the time

 � Examine other culinary art traditions from the 
book’s characters and students’ families

 � Explore the music, dance, and visual art 
traditions of those families in the book

 � Explore the spices used in the recipes and find 
their source habitat

 � Cook!

pHasE 2: rEadEr’s tHEatrE  
and tHE living pagEs projECt


